Week 7 Day 1

This week we are going to look at
instruction writing.
Look at the example sheet in your pack entitled ‘How To Catch an Alien’. Read through the example. What
features of this text do you notice (Parents: answers to this question are on the reverse)
In your ‘Learning from Home’ book can you list some more ‘bossy’ verbs?

Going deeper: Read through the instructions again and draw a picture of what you think instruction 8 would look
like.

NB: Parents
A verb is a 'doing word'.
An imperative (bossy) verb is one that tells someone to do something, so that the sentence it is in becomes
an order or command. For example in this sentence (a command, outlining an action that must be done):
Fold your clothes up.
the imperative verb is 'fold'.

Week 7 Day 2

This week we are going to look
at instruction writing.
Decide with a grown up on something you would like to do and then
write instructions for tomorrow.
Here are some examples:

Building a Lego model

With an adult, plan this activity and then do it. Discuss each stage of the process to work out which instructions
you will need to write. You might like to take a photo of each stage to remind you which instructions to write.

Week 7 Day 3

This week we are going to look
at instruction writing.
Remind yourself of the activity you did yesterday which you are going to write
instructions for today. If you took photographs now is a good time to have a look at
them.
Look at the checklist included in your pack. Can you include all these steps in your
final set of instructions?
Write the instructions in your ‘Learning From Home’ book.
Do not mark or go over this today – that is tomorrow’s task!

Week 7 Day 4

This week we are going to look
at instruction writing.
Today you are going to edit and evaluate your work.

Read back through your work. Does it make sense?

Go through the check list from yesterday. Have you included all the features of instruction writing?

Now go through the longer checklist (The ‘I can’ checklist) Have you managed to remember everything on this check list
too?

You are bound to need to make some changes – that shows you are a good writer who can edit and improve your work!
Any amendments you make can be done in a green pencil or pen (if you have one – if not a pencil is fine) to show you
have edited your work.

Week 7 Day 5

This week we are going to look
at instruction writing.
Today is the extra fun bit … you are going to get someone else to test out your instructions!

If you have another person living in the house (maybe someone who did not help you to write the
instructions in the first place) they can have a go.

Or … if your instructions are for something that can be done in someone else’s house you can video call a
friend or relative and get them to do it from their house. You will need to read the instructions for them, or
send a photograph of them in advance.

How did the other person get on following your instructions? Send us photos or an email to let us know!

